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Is diversity good?

Mathieu Bouville∗
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Prominent ethical and policy issues such as affirmative action and female enrollment in science
and engineering revolve around the idea that diversity is good. However, even though diversity
is an ambiguous concept, a precise definition is seldom provided. We show that diversity may
be construed as a factual description, a craving for symmetry, an intrinsic good, an instrumental
good, a symptom, or a side effect. These acceptions differ vastly in their nature and properties.
The first one cannot lead to any action and the second one is mistaken. Diversity as intrinsic
good is a mere opinion, which cannot be concretely applied; moreover, the most commonly invoked
forms of diversity (sexual and racial) are not intrinsically good. On the other hand, diversity as
instrumental good can be evaluated empirically and can give rise to policies, but these may be very
weak. Finally, symptoms and side effects are not actually about diversity. We consider the example
of female enrollment in science and engineering, interpreting the various arguments found in the
literature in light of this polysemy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diversity is at the core of widely discussed ethical and policy issues such as affirmative action in
higher education,1,2,3 female enrollment in science and engineering departments4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

—“one of the greatest challenges facing this nation”4—, diversity in the medical professions,14,15

workplace diversity,16,17,18 and biodiversity.19 However, in spite of its “kudzu-like progression”20

in recent years, diversity is seldom defined precisely.
As philosopher and Nobel laureate Bertrand Russell pointed out, “everything is vague to a

degree you do not realize till you have tried to make it precise.” Who does not state precisely
and explicitly why diversity should be increased cannot realize that ‘diversity’ can have several
meanings and is bound to confuse them. Believing that people who have the same name are
the same person would seem ludicrous. It is nevertheless a very common error when it comes
to diversity. For instance, to Pless and Maak18 diversity is good for business because it “can
become a competitive advantage.” They conclude that “diversity is, first and foremost, a cultural
question and thus a question of norms, values, beliefs and expectations. As such, it is an ethical
question and determined by some very essential founding principles of human coexistence.” As
“competitive advantage” diversity is plainly an instrumental good (see Sec. III), whereas as
“ethical” it is intrinsically good (Sec. II) or perhaps a symptom (Sec. IV). These wholly different
conceptions of diversity cannot be so equated.
The source of the problem is that issues related to diversity are seen as essentially political:

people first decide whether they like diversity and then look for a rationalization. The meaning of
diversity is drawn from the conclusion rather than the other way around. Paraphrasing Bradley,
one could say that diversity is the finding of bad reasons for what we believe upon instinct. The
merit of an argument then comes more from its capacity to support a pre-established conclusion
than from its objective validity.
In contrast, we will first try and determine what diversity means and what its properties are

before applying the concept (to the case of female enrollment in science and engineering, in
Sec. V). This way we can talk of diversity clearly and unambiguously, and thus make sure that
any policy based on diversity is justified and consistent.

II. DIVERSITY AS INTRINSIC GOOD

It is sometimes claimed (and very often assumed) that diversity is intrinsically good. This
means that diversity is good as an end, i.e. good in and for itself. One may for instance say that
happiness, love, and friendship are intrinsically good.
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A. Is diversity intrinsically good?

“Questions of ultimate ends are not amenable to direct proof.”21 Indeed, what kind of experi-
ment or observation could prove diversity to be good in itself? Consequently, “anything which is
good as an end must be admitted to be good without proof.”22 But of course there is no objective
reason to leap into faith and admit without proof the opinion that diversity is an intrinsic good.
In contrast, it is possible to show that diversity is not intrinsically good if the idea is incon-

sistent. What method can one use? “That of considering what value we should attach to it if it
existed in absolute isolation, stripped of all its usual accompaniments. And this is, in fact, the
only method that can be safely used, when we wish to discover what degree of value a thing has
in itself.”22

If diversity were the only (or the most important) good then, if most people are smart and
healthy, we would have to promote stupidity and sickness. We would also have to increase the
number of women in prison, where they are under-represented.10,11 Clearly, diversity cannot be
the only or the supreme good: it may at most be one good amongst others. In fact, diversity
may very well be good but of marginal importance (e.g. to be used as a tie-breaker if everything
else is absolutely the same). But then the fact that something contributes to diversity would be
a negligible detail, so that we could ignore diversity altogether. One cannot prove that diversity
is important anymore than one can prove it to be intrinsically good.
Important note. ‘Not good’ does not mean bad: something may be morally neutral or amoral.

‘Not intrinsically good’ does not mean not good: something may be good without being intrin-
sically good.

B. The scope of diversity

Let us assume for the sake of argument that diversity is both intrinsically good and important.
For practical purposes, we need to know exactly what one means by diversity, we need to know
what kind of diversity we are talking about. If diversity is defined very broadly, everybody
contributes to it (everybody is different from the majority in at least one way), so that it is
impossible to rely upon it to choose between people (for instance when hiring).
It seems that the most natural solution is to dismiss unimportant categories. But how to tell

them apart? What makes skin color more important than hair color? Many would invoke a
historical disadvantage or anti-discrimination laws to give more importance to the former. But
if diversity is supposed to be intrinsically good it cannot depend on history or the law. Another
difference between skin and hair is that people pay much less attention to the latter. This makes
diversity essentially about countering spontaneous behavior (see ‘diversity as symptom’ below).
But then the goodness of diversity is not intrinsic either (it cannot be both intrinsic and a
reaction). The reasons why people focus on skin rather than hair are not compatible with the
idea of an intrinsic good.
Let us consider a man and a woman who have had essentially the same life. Verily, the woman

will not contribute much more to diversity than the man since, apart from her sex, she is just like
him: many men are more different from him than she is. One will reply that it is very unlikely
that a man and a woman be so similar because they have a different “life experience.”5 This may
be true, but what this means is that being a man or a woman is not directly relevant, it merely
correlates with a form of diversity that is supposed to be good. Sexual difference —“stripped of
all its usual accompaniments”22— is not good (or very marginally). Likewise racial diversity is
not intrinsically good. If sexual and racial diversities are good, they are so only indirectly.

C. From intrinsic good to policy

Since it is logically impossible to prove that one kind of diversity or another is intrinsically
good, the choice of scope is arbitrary, a personal belief. Yet, if one does not know what kind of
diversity is intrinsically good (if any) one cannot know what kind of diversity to promote (if any).
Any choice of policy would have to be the result of the bargaining between different viewpoints.
Obviously what is supposed to be intrinsically good cannot logically be the result of a political
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compromise. Hence, no consensus can be reached for a policy based on diversity as intrinsic good
(if there is a consensus then the consensual form of diversity is not intrinsically good): no such
policy can concretely exist.
One can also wonder how it is possible to agree that diversity is good and important without

agreeing on what diversity is. If a Briton and an American both say ‘I like corn,’ do they agree?
No, because ‘corn’ would not have the same meaning for the two of them. The agreement is a
semantic illusion: they refer to different things for which they simply happen to use the same
word. Likewise, without an agreement on the scope of diversity, any agreement that diversity is
good is vacuous.
As already pointed out, the idea that diversity is intrinsically good is in itself arbitrary. Con-

sequently, any policy is really based on an opinion, not on facts. It may be the opinion of the
majority and this opinion may even become law, but neither can prove diversity to be a good in
itself so that neither can justify a policy relying on diversity as intrinsic good.

III. DIVERSITY AS INSTRUMENTAL GOOD

A. Introducing a new view of diversity as good

What we saw in the previous section is not that diversity cannot be good but rather that intrin-
sic goodness is too stringent a goal. In the present section, we introduce a different conception
of diversity as good, which avoids the inconsistencies of intrinsic good.
One says that diversity is good as a means (instrumental good) if it is conducive to something

good. In the case of minorities in college, for instance, “diversity has been shown to result in
positive learning outcomes and positive ‘democracy outcomes’ for all students.”2 This was the
only kind of argument accepted by the Supreme Court in Regents of the University of California

v. Bakke. More women in engineering would be good because of the greater variety of designs
which more diverse teams could invent4,5,6,18 (“the innovative and creative potential inherent to
a diverse workforce.”)18 To decide whether one should hire a new employee who is very smart
but has the same skills as current employees or somebody who may be of average intelligence
but with an original expertise, one compares the outcomes (which alternative leads to the best
results?).

B. Is diversity good and important?

Saying that diversity is intrinsically good makes a statement about what is good. Conversely,
in the case of instrumental good, the good is independent of diversity: one can agree on what is
good without making any claim related to diversity. There are then two separate questions: What
is good? and Does diversity contribute to it? In engineering, a well designed product is good. To
establish whether mixed groups lead to this good, one can compare the performances of all-male,
all-female, and mixed groups. With sufficient data one could conclude beyond reasonable doubt
whether diversity has good and important consequences. Likewise one can find out empirically
whether diversity is important (leads to major improvement) or not (barely an improvement at
all). That sexual diversity merely correlates with something genuinely good is not an issue here
since we make no claim that sexual diversity is intrinsically good.
Anybody denying that diversity is good as means would then reject facts. With diversity

as intrinsic good no proof can exist, so that denying that diversity is good is just rejecting an
opinion. Are opponents to diversity-based policies objectively wrong? Or do they simply have a
different opinion? This cannot be answered until one has made clear in what diversity is supposed
to be good.

C. Diversity and ethics

If diversity is good because it has good consequences, it is not universal: it is not diversity in
general but some form of diversity that is good. Exactly what kind of diversity is good must be
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determined on a case-by-case basis. It is important to notice that diversity is not necessarily a
moral concept then: if more diversity leads to more money then diversity is a business concept
for example. Diversity is ethical in nature only if it leads to a good which is itself ethical in
nature.
An important consequence is that diversity then cannot be expected to receive a wide support.

Indeed, if diversity is morally good then anybody would be expected to contribute to increasing
it, but if diversity is only a matter of making more money for a given company then people
outside the company have no reason to try to increase diversity in this company. If one cannot
show that diversity is a matter of ethics, its support will be very limited: only those who benefit
directly have a reason to contribute. This is why proponents of affirmative action try to show
that it benefits both blacks and whites:1,2 the whole population (and the courts) could not be
expected to support it if it were good for minorities only.

D. The problem of limited knowledge

As we pointed out, any form of diversity is not necessarily conducive to the good, so that
studies are needed to determine —in every particular situation— which ones are. If one then
knows that a certain kind of people would be good for engineering, one may seek to increase
their enrollment rather than that of other categories for which no benefit is known. Yet, what
one knows depends on what one wants to know. So that we favor a category because we decided
to find out whether we should. What seemed neutral (favoring categories objectively conducive
to the good) may in fact be dependent on human choices.

IV. OTHER ACCEPTIONS OF DIVERSITY

We showed that diversity could be construed as an intrinsic good or as conducive to the good
and that “the nature of these two species of universal ethical judgments is extremely different;
and a great part of the difficulties, which are met with in ordinary ethical speculation, are due to
the failure to distinguish them clearly.”22 In this section we present four other ways to interpret
diversity.

A. Descriptive diversity

Diversity may be simply descriptive. One can for example say that, if this state has 3% of
blacks and that state 30%, the latter is more diverse. This greater diversity is a fact, not a
judgment. One must notice that descriptive diversity is not sufficient for action. Three steps
are necessary to decide to act. (i) Learning about a fact in the external world. (ii) Making a
judgment on this neutral and objective fact that we know. (iii) Deciding whether and how to act
based on this judgment. Descriptive diversity is only step i (the other five acceptions of diversity
are meant to be judgments, step ii): it is necessary but not sufficient.

B. Diversity as symptom

The symptoms of a disease neither are bad in themselves nor lead to anything bad: they are
simply the consequence of something bad. Likewise, lack of diversity may not be wrong in itself,
nor does it necessarily lead to anything bad. Rather, it can be seen as a hint that something
is not right, as a symptom. Unlike when diversity is considered good, one does not purport to
actively increase diversity: rather, the argument here is that diversity should not be artificially
decreased (for instance by discrimination). Mentions of “groups that have systematically faced
discrimination and oppression”17 clearly interpret lack of diversity as a symptom.
One should notice that increasing diversity is not ipso facto good in this case: getting rid of

the symptom is not the same as treating the patient. For instance, arbitrarily expelling random
white college students would increase diversity but would be utterly absurd. Moreover, lack of
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conception of relation to
factual specific decisive ethical drawback(s)

diversity the good

descriptive none yes yes no no one cannot act upon it

symmetry mistaken no no by mistake no mistaken

good in itself is no no no yes mere opinion; inapplicable

good as means causes yes yes yes not in needs case-by-case proofs;

all cases may have limited support

symptom caused yes yes indirectly indirectly indirect

side effect indirect yes yes indirectly indirectly misleading

TABLE I: Summary of properties of different conceptions of diversity. Specific: is this view of diversity
different for different cases or is it rather universal? Decisive: allowing to make concrete decisions.

diversity is just a hint, not a proof. It is therefore necessary to look —beyond the symptom— at
the good itself. In fact, as soon as one notices a problem, one should give up thinking in terms of
diversity (i.e. of symptom) to focus on solving the actual problem. It is quite easy to lose focus
and concentrate on a mere symptom.

C. Diversity as a side effect

According to Cohen15, “seeking diversity in the medical professions is imperative to achieve
just and equitable access to rewarding careers in the medical professions.” Here the core of the
argument is “just and equitable access,” not diversity. Diversity is merely a side effect in this
case. Making this an argument in favor of diversity is misleading. Due to the new popularity of
diversity (“it has become one of the most pious of the pieties of our age that the United States
is a society of enormous cultural diversity”),20 basing an argument on ‘diversity’ gives it weight.
For the sake of clarity one should talk of increasing diversity only when the justifications are
genuinely based on diversity, not just something correlated with it.

D. A craving for symmetry

Diversity is often construed as the idea that any subset of the population should be similar to
the overall population: a group representing, say, 20% of the overall population must have 20% of
representatives in board rooms, higher education, science, etc. It is quite difficult to understand
in what the same proportion in a specific context as in the overall population is supposed to be
good in itself. It rather seems a craving for symmetry. Yet, this is what most people have in
mind what they talk of diversity.

V. AN EXAMPLE — FEMALE ENROLLMENT IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

The six acceptions of diversity we identified (summed up in Table I) can be found in the
literature arguing for a greater female enrollment in science and engineering. As we will see,
they are seldom clearly identified, so that what the authors intended to say is often unclear.

A. Diversity-based argument bric-a-brac

“While women make up over 50% of the college-age population in the U.S., they represent a
small minority among engineering students.”7 If this is said from the viewpoint of descriptive di-
versity, we can only agree that this is a fact. Yet it is clear that allusions to under-representation
cannot be meant to be purely descriptive since they are supposed to justify policies to increase
female enrollment in scientific fields. And, unlike what Baum8 believes (“the numbers speak for
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themselves, demonstrating a significant problem in recruiting and retaining women”), a descrip-
tion cannot on its own justify action. Clearly there must be an implicit intermediate step, which
justifies diversity-based policies.
Authors may value “diversity for its own sake,”6 yet few actually explicitly say so. Or they may

crave for symmetry. This seems to be the case of Lane4 who talks of “a workforce for the global
economy that reflects our great diversity.” Chubin et al.6 write that engineering “must narrow
the gap between practitioners on the one hand, and their clientele on the other” but also that
“diversity for its own sake may speak to morality and fairness” and that diversity is “an enabler
that makes teams more creative.” So they invoke diversity as intrinsic good, as instrumental
good, and as symptom and they wish for symmetry. Four different conceptions of diversity, no
less! Anderson and Northwood12 want to “increase diversity in engineering” (so says their title)
but never explain why diversity should be increased (they use the word ‘diversity’ a grand total
of twice).

B. Instrumental diversity

Some argue with Wulf5 that more women in engineering would be good because of the greater
variety of designs which more diverse teams could invent. This is a valid argument provided
that (i) one establishes empirically that more diverse engineering teams indeed perform better,
(ii) this improvement will benefit society as a whole rather than just some technological companies
(otherwise one would have no reason to contribute to this increase in diversity, as already pointed
out), and (iii) any other group that can contribute as much as women is treated in the same way.
According to Gurin et al.1 “students who interact with diverse students in classrooms and

in the broad campus environment will be more motivated and better able to participate in a
heterogeneous and complex society.” This means that if a heterogeneous (i.e. diverse) society is
good, then diversity in college is good. But this begs the question: it shows that diversity is good
(in college) assuming that diversity is good (in general). Even thought it seems to hold diversity
to be an instrumental good, this argument really assumes that it is intrinsically good. (This does
not make the argument of diversity as instrumental good itself invalid since there can be positive
outcomes that do not assume that diversity is good in itself, e.g. “enhanced cognition.”)2

C. Lack of diversity as symptom

It is often argued that the low female enrollment in engineering is a symptom of social
pressure9,13 and that “we should of course seek to rid any biases, for instance due to a girl’s
family or from schoolteachers.”10 When “a lot of people argue for diversity in terms of fairness,”5

they likely interpret lack of diversity as a symptom of lack of fairness.
Yet many authors nevertheless talk of women as under-represented. This seems to indicate

that they would expect women to make up 50% of engineers, which is simply wishing for sym-
metry. However, if by ‘under-represented’ one means that there are fewer women in science and
engineering than there would be without social biases, one is indeed arguing that lack of diversity
is a symptom of something bad.11 But this kind of under-representation cannot be measured: as
we said earlier, as soon as we think that, through a lack of diversity, we identified something bad,
we should stop talking of the symptom and focus on the actual problem. Moreover one should
make sure that lack of diversity as symptom —which can be a valid argument— is not mistaken
for an irrational longing for symmetry.

D. Diversity as side effect

A common argument is that technology plays an ever-increasing role in society and economy,
so that the number of engineering graduates must increase. And women are a great potential
source of engineers.4,5,6,7,8,9 Obviously this argument is not in favor of diversity itself: it aims at
increasing the total number of engineers rather than change the composition of the engineering
student body. The latter may be altered in the process, but this is only a side effect.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Since many different concepts have been called ‘diversity,’ one must be careful when invoking
diversity not to ring a homonym. This is of the utmost importance since some of these views
are mistaken and cannot justify any policy. We saw that diversity may be a neutral description;
but this is insufficient to act. The idea that there should be the same representation in a
specific context as in the overall population is both puzzling and arbitrary. One cannot prove
that diversity is good in itself. In fact, we showed that sexual and racial diversities are not

intrinsically good. Moreover, there cannot concretely exist policies based on diversity as intrinsic
good. On the other hand, diversity as instrumental good can be evaluated empirically. But this
must be done in every separate context. Diversity as instrumental good can give rise to precise
policies. But, since it is not intrinsically ethical, there is no reason for these policies to be widely
supported. While diversity as symptom and as side effect can justify actions, these arguments
are not actually about diversity so that one should give up thinking in terms of diversity to focus
on what really matters. Naturally, these are not necessarily mutually exclusive, e.g. diversity
may lead to something good and the current lack of diversity may be a symptom of something
bad. But the various acceptions must be introduced as separate arguments and each must be
justified.
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